
Warriors, Witches, Women: 
    Mythology's Fiercest Females
      By Kate Hodges, Illustrated by Harriet Lee-Merrion

 

        Don't expect the usual suspects of traditional Greek, Roman   

        and Norse myths from this engaging collection of mythology's    

        fifty fiercest females: this book includes a hugely diverse and 

        inclusive range, including Aboriginal, African and Japanese 

       legends. The book is divided into five sections: witches, warriors, 

     bringers of misfortune, elemental spirits and jollier spirits, and  

 readers can dip in and out of sections and profiles at will. Each

 entry is given four pages of profile, and linked to modern and

contemporary women, at times reassessing traditional

interpretations of legendary characters. Accompanying each profile

is a rich, often low-key, illustration by Lee-Merrion - these beautiful

illustrations really bring the subjects to life. An engaging and

enjoyable read.
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Round Ireland in Low Gear
By Eric Newby

 

One of the most popular, and prolific, travel writers of the 

20th Century, Eric Newby's most famous works tell of 

thrilling adventures in far-flung locales. However, in later

life Newby decided to explore places a little closer to home, 

accompanied by his long-suffering wife, Wanda. To avoid

other tourists, they decided that the depths of winter were

an ideal time to explore Ireland by bike. Lashed by winter

storms,  their bikes laden with antique books on Ireland,

the elderly adventurers cycle and explore the highways and 

byways of the West and South coasts. 

 

Newby guides the reader on a humourous and charming journey of 

mishap and magic, relishing his never-ending curiosity of the world and insatiable quest for adventure.

Originally published in the late 1980s, Round Ireland in Low Gear offers a unique, fascinating

perspective on a time of radical transition and change in an Ireland hardly recognisable today. 

 

 
 



                                              The City We Became
                                                            By N.K. Jemisin

 

                                                                 An infection is spreading across New York City. It spreads rapidly   

                                                                 from person to person, and its goal is nothing less than to 

                                                                  destroy everything that makes New York a living, breathing, 

                                                                  vital organism, to leave it a husk of itself.

 

                                                                  The City We Became is strange to read right now in a way that     

                                                                the author — the only person ever to win the prestigious Hugo 

                                                             Award three years in a row — could not possibly have predicted. 

                                                         The infection in her fantasy New York City is a metaphor for 

                                                   colonialism, bigotry and white nationalism. As for the city as a living, 

                                          breathing, organism? In The City We Became, cities are living beings, but only

some cities: those that have been around long enough to develop their own personalities. Each of New

York's five boroughs is a different character, from flash-the-cash Manny (Manhattan) to reticent,

reluctant Aislyn, (Statten Island). 

 

This imaginative, compelling read set out as a fantasy exploration of a city and nation torn apart by

greed and culture wars, but the current context has turned it into a love letter to the city’s resilience,

and to all the ways it overcomes hatred to rise up stronger than it was before. By extension, it’s about

all of us, and the ways in which we must all work together to protect and support one another, now

more than ever. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
One Night in Dudelange
                                                            
 By Kevin Burke
 
 

Thanks to a Fair Play route (which has since been closed), back 

in the summer of 2015 UCD won a place in the Europa League

Qualifying Round. The then First Division side’s place was only 

confirmed in the early summer and caused the club to 

prepare for a game like never before – both on and off the 

field. One Night in Dudelange tells the story of UCD's 2015

travels through Europe in a way which encapsulates the 

magnitude of the College’s achievement against their

opponents from Luxembourg. 

 

From losing a player in the airport, the smuggling of relatives into

an away team’s VIP area, to contacting a well-known Dublin nightclub 

to bypass the dress code and the impending arrival of the manager's baby, interesting subplots form

throughout the book while never taking away from the sporting journey. Burke paints the picture of

how far removed a team like UCD are from the European regulars whom they faced, and issues like

specific broadcast angles for cameras, the provision of a drug testing room and the absence of an

official European away kit are all dealt with in a manner in keeping with a side who usually consider

the Collingwood Cup as their most prestigious fixture of the season. Everyone enjoys an underdog tale

of David vs. Goliath, and this fun read is no exception - a little celebration of a big local achievement. 

 
 
 

 
 


